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Skydive Jersey offers Tandem skydiving for couples! You will receive some instructions regarding safety equipment you will be provided (helmet and goggles). Tandem skydiving or tandem parachuting refers to a type of skydiving where a student skydiver needs only minimal instruction before making a tandem jump with the instructor. In the Tandem Skydiving - (( dropzone.com/safety/Learn_to_Skydive/Training_Methods/Tandem_Skydiving_52.html )). We want your jump to be safe and comfortable, so we do ask that you observe and communicate with your instructor (as well as follow his instructions).

Interlaken tandem skydiving jump is an experience to remember with safety instructions and on-ground training to prepare you for your skydiving experience. MAIN CANOPY ASSEMBLY AND PACKING PROCEDURES. within USPA Skydivers Information manual (SIM), Section 2: Basic Safety Requirements. We have an impeccable safety record when it comes to tandem skydiving! board the aircraft with your instructor, follow their simple instructions and let them. Have questions? Learn more about our indoor skydiving experience including requirements, reservations, pricing, locations and group discounts.

This was my first tandem skydive experience and I couldn't have asked for anything better. My instructor, Bruno, was great, explaining all of the safety instructions. Next you will join a tandem instructor who will explain the process of the skydive as well as safety instructions. Then you will board the plane.

By combining the skydiving simulator we have the most efficient, high quality instruction available in our sport. One look at our private airport and facilities. At Skydive New England, we offer AFF first jump course which includes practice and covers aircraft safety, free fall body position, emergency procedures. Skydive Houston is the most affordable, experienced, premier skydiving location in south Texas. Jump from a plane from 14000 ft with an experienced, safe, fun. Skydive Delmarva Inc home page. Come to SDI for the biggest plane, highest altitude and longest free fall available. You'll learn the basics of body position on freefall and safe landing procedures. Learn about human flight by making a tandem jump! A tandem skydive with us. And at its highest level, skydiving is an intensely competitive sport which is an organised structure for you to learn about the sport and advance at a safe pace. BPA rules for solo parachute jumping is before they reach their 55th birthday.